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Motivation

Broad: Extend IXS measurements into an interesting and 
(mostly) previously inacessible region of (Q,E) space 

Specific:
Investigate the proper response function for liquid dynamics

Maybe shed light on long-standing controversy about water
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Basic Science Question:
How do liquid dynamics change as you move from the 
long-wavelength (continuum or hydrodynamic) regime 

into the mesoscale (nm-scale) atomistic regime?

The example of water:

Long wavelength: Q~0.02 nm -1
Brillouin Light Scattering

Linearized Navier-Stokes gives
“Rayleigh-Brillouin Triplet”

O’Conner, 1967
Zykova, 2017

Acoustic Mode
Stokes & Anti

Masciovecchio, 2004

Shorter: Q<0.09 nm -1
Inelastic UV spectroscopy

IUVS

Sette, 1996

Shorter and only short!
Q>1 nm -1

IXS, 1.4 meV

?
Broad Motivation:  

Fill the hole in the Q space where response changes….
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FIG. 2. Excitation energies, VsQd from the DHO model,
for the new high resolution data (e, de ≠ 1.4 meV) and
from previous IXS experiments (h, de ≠ 3.2 meV [6]; ±,
de ≠ 5.0 meV, [5]). The open symbols refer to the dispersing
excitation and the full diamond to the weakly dispersing ones.
The dotted line, with a slope of 3200 mys results from a fit
for Q $ 4 nm21. The inset shows an enlargement of the low
Q region, where the transition from fast toward normal sound
takes place, as emphasized by the two lines corresponding to
the fast and normal sound branches.

Fig. 3 together with INS data [4] and MD simulations data
[2,3]. The speed of sound decreases from y` to 2000 mys
at Q ≠ 1 nm21. This reduction is well reproduced by
the MD calculation of Sciortino and Sastry [3], although
at Q larger than 6 nm21 the agreement is much less
satisfactory. In this region the potential model used by
Balucani et al. [2] shows a better consistency.
A possible relation between the dispersion of the

longitudinal dynamics and the feature at 4 5 meV was
first pointed out by Sastry, Sciortino, and Stanley in a MD
calculation performed at Q values larger than 3.3 nm21

FIG. 3. Values of the sound velocity ysQd ≠ VsQdyQ deter-
mined from the present s¶d, previous IXS (h [6], ± [5]), previ-
ous INS data (full n), and MD simulations (1 [2], 3 [3]). The
full and dashed line represent the infinite- and zero-frequency
limit as derived in Ref. [2].

[14]. These authors derived the mode dispersing with fast
sound, as well as a second one with very small dispersion
at ¯4 6 meV . This last mode was associated to the O-
O-O bending. In view of the strong similarities in the
longitudinal dynamics of liquid and solid water [6], a
study of the ice crystal can shed further information on
the nature of the weakly dispersing feature, and on its role
in the transition from normal to fast sound.
In Fig. 4 we report IXS data of the SsQ, vd for an ice

polycrystal at selected Q values and the corresponding
fits. Data taken along the (10-11) direction in an ice
single crystal are almost identical to those of Fig. 4. The
measurements were performed at 210 ±C, with 3.2 meV
energy resolution. At low Q the spectra are dominated
by a feature dispersing with Q, which is identified with
the longitudinal acoustic phonon branch, LA [6,15]. The

FIG. 4. The IXS spectra of polycrystalline H2O ice Ih at
210 ±C, taken at the indicated Q values with 3.2 meV and
0.4 nm21 energy and momentum resolutions, are reported
together with their fits. The longitudinal acoustic and the
transverse optical phonons are labeled with LA and TO,
respectively. The experimental data are normalized to the
maximum of the LA Stokes peak. On this point, the count
rates were ¯1 countys at all the investigated Q values. The
integration time for each data point was 180 s at Q ≠ 2 and
6 nm21 and 90 s at Q ≠ 10 and 14 nm21. The data s±d, shown
with the error bars, are superimposed to the fit (solid line). The
fit was made by the convolution of the experimental resolution
function with two pairs of Lorentzians representing the LA
and TO Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks. A fifth Lorentzian was
used to account for the small elastic intensity probably due to
residual disorder in the polycrystal. In the inset we report the
dispersion relation for the LA and TO branches. The speed of
sound of the LA branch is 3200 mys. Note that the TO peak
can be observed only at Q larger than 7 nm21.
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Transition fromNormal to Fast Sound in Liquid Water

F. Sette,1 G. Ruocco,2 M. Krisch,1 C. Masciovecchio,1 R. Verbeni,1 and U. Bergmann1

1European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, B.P. 220, F-38043 Grenoble, Cedex France
2Universitá di L’Aquila and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica della Materia, I-67100, L’Aquila, Italy

(Received 1 April 1996)
Inelastic x-ray scattering data from water at 5 ±C show a variation of the velocity of sound

from 2000 to 3200 mys in the momentum transfer range 1 4 nm21. The transition occurs
when, at ¯4 meV , the energy of the sound excitations equals that of a second weakly dispersing
mode. This mode is reminiscent of a phonon branch in ice Ih crystals, which is shown here
to be of optical transverse character. The present work accounts for most of the highly debated
difference between hydrodynamic s¯1500 mysd and high-frequency s¯3200 mysd velocities of sound
in water. [S0031-9007(96)00500-5]

PACS numbers: 61.10.Eq, 63.50.+x, 78.70.Ck

Water, in its liquid and solid forms, continues to
fascinate for its complicated and quite unique properties.
An interesting and still highly debated issue is the
phenomenon of fast sound in the liquid. The velocity
of acousticlike excitations, which is ¯1500 mys in the
hydrodynamic limit up to momentum transfers Q ¯ 2 3
1022 nm21, reaches the value of ¯3200 mys (fast sound)
at Q above 4 nm21. This large velocity increase was
first predicted in a molecular dynamics (MD) calculation
[1], which generated a great number of MD simulations
aiming to understand the microscopic origin of this
process [2,3]. The fast sound was first shown to exist
using coherent inelastic neutron scattering (INS) [4].
Recently, it was confirmed in a wider Q region using
inelastic x-ray scattering (IXS) [5], and, still using IXS,
it was found that the velocity of sound is equivalent in
liquid and solid (ice Ih) water in the whole investigated
4 14 nm21 Q region [6]. These results confirm the
existence of fast sound, show that at high frequencies the
dynamical response of the liquid becomes solidlike, and
imply that in the liquid the processes responsible for the
large variation in the speed of sound must take place in the
mesoscopic (Q-v) region with Q in the ¯0.05 4 nm21

range. This region, too high for light scattering, is also
experimentally difficult to reach for both INS and IXS
techniques.
In this Letter we report IXS data on water and ice Ih.

The data on water were taken down to a Q transfer of
1 nm21 using ¯21.75 keV x rays with 1.4 meV energy
resolution. They show that the velocity of sound of the
longitudinal acousticlike dynamics goes from 2000 mys
at Q ≠ 1 nm21 to the fast sound value of 3200 mys
at Q $ 4 nm21. This transition is observed when the
longitudinal acoustic dispersion crosses a second branch,
observed at ¯4 meV at Q larger than 4 nm21, and
no longer visible at Q smaller than 2 nm21. We also
report IXS data on ice Ih crystals where we identify
at 5 7 meV a transverse optical phonon branch. We
suggest that the mode at ¯4 meV in water is reminiscent

of this transverse dynamics in ice, although its observation
in the present experiment implies that it does not have a
pure transverse symmetry as in the crystal. Consequently,
we propose that it is the coupling between the acousticlike
and opticlike dynamics that gives rise to at least most of
the change from normal to fast sound.
The experiment was carried out at the very high en-

ergy resolution inelastic x-ray scattering beam line (BL21-
ID16) at the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility.
The undulator x-ray source was monochromatized us-
ing a Si(111) double crystal monochromator and a high
energy resolution backscattering monochromator [7], op-
erating either at the Si(999) or at the s11 11 11d Bragg
reflections. The scattered photons were collected by a
grooved spherical silicon crystal analyzer operating also
at the same Bragg backreflections, and in Rowland geom-
etry [8]. The total energy resolution function was mea-
sured from the elastic scattering of a plastic sample at its
maximum in the static structure factor. The energy reso-
lutions were 3.2 and 1.4 meV full width at half maximum
(FWHM) at the Si(999) and s11 11 11d reflections, respec-
tively. The scattering angle for momentum transfers be-
tween 2 and 21 nm21 was selected by rotating the 7 m
analyzer arm in the horizontal scattering plane. The Q
resolution was set by an aperture in front of the analyzer.
Energy scans were done by varying the relative temper-
ature between the monochromator and analyzer crystals.
Further experimental details are given elsewhere [5,7,8].
The water sample was high purity H2O kept at 5 ±C in
the liquid measurements and at 210 ±C in the solid. The
solid samples were in the Ih crystal structure. The disper-
sion was measured in a polycrystal, and in a single crystal
along the (10-11) crystallographic direction. The ice sam-
ples were grown in situ following established procedures
[9]. The samples’ thicknesses were ¯18 mm in the di-
rection of the incident beam.
Inelastic x-ray scattering spectra from liquid water at

5 ±C, taken with 1.4 meV energy resolution, are shown
in Fig. 1 at selected Q together with the results of the
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FIG. 1. The IXS spectra of water at T ≠ 5 ±C s±d shown
together with the total fits and the individual components, as
explained in the text, at the indicated Q values. The data
are normalized to their maximum intensity corresponding to
(a) 1.4, 1.2, 1.1, 1.0 countsys and total counts of 450, 360,
360, 350 at Q ≠ 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 2.5 nm21, respectively; (b) 2.8
and 2.4 countsys (total counts 1100 and 500) at Q ≠ 4 and
10 nm21, respectively. The insets of (b) emphasize the weakly
dispersing features at ¯4 5 meV together with the total fit
and the individual components. The Q resolution was 0.2 and
0.4 nm21 for the data in (a) and (b), respectively.

fits discussed in the following. In Fig. 1(a) we report the
data taken at the lowest investigated Q values. The data
are normalized to the maximum of the central peak. At
the sides of the quasielastic central line, with a width of

1.0 6 0.5 meV FWHM, it is possible to observe inelastic
scattered intensity at energies changing with Q. The data
have been fitted with a model function consisting of a
Lorentzian for the central line and a damped harmonic
oscillator (DHO) [10] for the two side bands. The detailed
balance has been imposed. The DHO model was used to
derive the spectroscopic parameters VsQd and GsQd, as
defined in [5], independently of specific theories, and to
compare them with previous studies also using the same
model [4–6]. The fitting function is the convolution of
the model with the experimentally determined resolution
function. The fit was based on x2 minimization, and
the results were always within its standard deviation.
Similarly, in Fig. 1(b), we show examples of data taken at
higher Q values. Beside the inelastic scattered intensity
dispersing with Q and already observed in [4,5], thanks
to the increased energy resolution it is now possible to
observe a new weakly dispersing feature with 4–6 meV
energy transfer. This is emphasized in the insets of
Fig. 1(b). This feature is observed only in the spectra
with Q larger than 4 nm21, and is no longer detected in
the spectra at small Q. This observation is consistent
with previous neutron data taken at Q values between
6 and 25 nm21, where the same excitation was found
at 4 6 meV [11,12]. Similar to the data in Fig. 1(a),
the data at Q $ 4 nm21 were fitted by a Lorentzian for
the central peak and a DHO model for each of the two
(dispersing and weakly dispersing) features.
The energies of the excitations, determined from the fit

and corresponding to the DHO fitting parameter VsQd,
are reported in Fig. 2. The data taken in the present
experiment are shown together with those determined by
IXS with 3.2 meV [6] and 5 meV [5] energy resolutions.
The different measurements of the dispersing excitations
are consistent among each other in the common Q
range, and correspond to a sound velocity of y` ≠
3200 mys (dotted line in Fig. 2). This branch is due
to the acousticlike modes propagating at these Q values
with a sound velocity equivalent to that of the solid [6].
The values of the widths are also consistent among each
other, and are reported elsewhere [13]. At Q smaller than
4 nm21, as emphasized in the inset of Fig. 2, VsQd no
longer follows the dispersion with slope y`, and shows
a bend down towards the hydrodynamic dispersion law
with slope y0 ¯ 1500 mys. In Fig. 2 are also reported
the peak positions of the weakly dispersing excitations. It
is important to notice that the bend down of the acoustic
branch takes place when the energy of the acoustic
mode equals the one of the weakly dispersing feature.
This observation, together with the disappearance of the
excitation at 4 meV at Q smaller than 2 nm21, strongly
supports the idea that the transition from the fast sound
toward the normal sound is triggered by the degeneracy
between these two modes, observed at Q ¯ 4 nm21.
The Q dependence of the sound velocity, ysQd ≠

VsQdyQ, derived from the data of Fig. 2, is reported in

84

Observed full transition to fast sound (not main topic here but actually a bit surprising)

Presence of an extra mode that appears for Q> 2.5 nm-1

Suggest transverse mode based on analogy with solid water (ice)
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Basic Function: L+DHO but then 2nd DHO

L+DHO from previous INS (Teixiera et al)

AB Confirmed in first measurement in BL35 (~2000)
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Viscoelastic behavior of water in the terahertz-frequency range:

An inelastic x-ray scattering study

G. Monaco,1 A. Cunsolo,2 G. Ruocco,3 and F. Sette2
1Istituto Nazionale di Fisica della Materia, c/o ESRF, Boı̂te Postale 220, F-38043 Grenoble Cedex, France

2European Synchrotron Radiation Facility, Boı̂te Postale 220 F-38043 Grenoble Cedex, France
3Universitá di L’Aquila and Istituto Nazionale di Fisica della Materia, I-67100, L’Aquila, Italy

!Received 12 April 1999"

High-resolution, inelastic x-ray scattering measurements of the dynamic structure factor S(q ,#) of liquid
water in the THz frequency range have been performed as a function of wave vector q !1–7 nm!1) and
temperature T !273–473 K", using pressure !0–1.5 kbar" to keep the density at $%1 g/cm3. We show that, for
q&2 nm!1, the S(q ,#) spectra can be consistently explained in terms of a hydrodynamic formalism which
includes a viscoelastic, q-independent contribution to the memory function for the density fluctuations. This
allows us to extract values for the infinite frequency sound velocity and for the structural relaxation time which
are found to compare favorably with those obtained using techniques which probe a lower-frequency range. As
a consequence, the atomic dynamics in water is shown to have a homogeneous character down to a length scale
of %3 nm. At q"2 nm!1, we find that the viscoelastic contribution to the memory function becomes q
dependent. Thus this work provides a view on the evolution of the collective dynamics of water across the q
region where the continuum approximation inherent in the hydrodynamic formulation begins to fail. The
physical consequences of such a result are discussed in some detail. 'S1063-651X!99"03911-2(

PACS number!s": 61.20.!p, 63.50.#x, 61.10.Eq, 78.70.Ck

I. INTRODUCTION

Water has always occupied a unique role in the physics of
liquids, at least for the obvious reason of its relevance to life
on earth. From a very fundamental point of view, water
shows peculiarities which would distinguish it from most of
the other liquids and this, consequently, has attracted a lot of
interest. As concerns density fluctuations in liquid water—
the main subject of the present paper—their study finds con-
siderable motivation essentially in two basic and still open
issues which are suggested by the investigation of the super-
cooled state '1(, and are recalled in the following.
The first issue is related to the discovery that, as the tem-

perature is decreased, certain thermodynamic properties, e.g.,
the thermal expansion coefficient and the isothermal com-
pressibility !and therefore also the density fluctuations",
seem to diverge as though they were reaching a critical point,
found to be independent of the specific considered property
and very close to the homogenous nucleation temperature
'1(. There are several models which attempt to account for
such an enhancement of density fluctuations, and a review of
the most interesting ones can be found in Ref. '1(. Unfortu-
nately, the experimental evidence that could distinguish be-
tween these models is still inconclusive. As a general con-
sideration, all these models emphasize the ‘‘peculiarity’’ of
liquid water with respect to other liquids. Indeed, the con-
temporary occurrence of the hydrogen bond and the 1:1 ratio
of water donor to acceptor groups strongly enhances the mo-
lecular structuring ability. However, similarities between wa-
ter and silica have also been suggested '2(.
The second issue, which has recently attracted a lot of

interest on liquid water, refers to dynamical, rather than ther-
modynamic, properties and, specifically, the origin of the
relaxational dynamics in the THz frequency range which is

observed in the dynamic structure factor S(q ,#) as obtained
either by numerical computation '3–5(, or, experimentally,
by measurements using different techniques. These measure-
ments include ultrasonics !US, #/2)% 10 KHz to 100 MHz"
'6–8(, Brillouin light scattering !BLS, q%10!2 nm!1)
'9–11(, inelastic !coherent" neutron scattering !INS, q
*3 nm!1) '12(, and inelastic x-ray scattering !IXS, q
*1 nm!1) '13,14(. Studies of the effect of a similar relax-
ation process on the atomic dynamics have been extensively
performed on many liquids with glass forming properties
'15(. In that context, this relaxation is usually referred to as
structural, or + relaxation, and its characteristic time ,M is
known as the structural relaxation time. Given that the struc-
tural relaxation is a typical feature of all liquids, this second
issue refers to a ‘‘normal’’ liquid behavior of water.
When considering S(q ,#) spectra, the structural relax-

ation is usually characterized by studying its effect on the
sound waves '15(. In fact, using a spectroscopic technique
which probes the atomic dynamics at the frequency #/2) ,
different responses are obtained whether # is much higher or
much lower than 1/,M : in the former case, one probes the
system on such a short time scale that the atomic structure
cannot rearrange itself !unrelaxed limit"; in the latter case,
conversely, the system structure can relax !relaxed limit". As
a consequence, the speed of sound shows a characteristic
dispersion with both frequency and wave vector, i.e., in-
creases from a low value in the zero frequency !wave vector"
limit to a higher value in the opposite limit. In the frequency
!wave vector" range between these two limits, the relaxation
process can be directly accessed, since it lies inside the
probed frequency window, and its spectral parameters, e.g.,
,M , can be determined. With regard to this, the ‘‘best sen-
sitivity’’ condition is usually defined by the relation #,M%
1.
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!!1"exp("x)""1. Thus, in order to represent the experimen-
tal spectra, we use the function

f #q ,$%!!R#$%" ! †Io#n#$%#1 %

$Im!$2"$o
2#i$mq#$%""1‡#B , #21%

where mq($) is the Fourier transform of Eq. #18%. In Eq.
#21%, R($) is the experimental resolution function, ! stands
for numerical convolution, Io is an overall intensity factor,
and B is an additional background term which accounts for
the electronic background of the detectors and for the envi-
ronmental background.
We fit Eq. #21% to the measured spectra by imposing, at

each temperature, coefficients which define both the thermal
diffusion term in the memory function #i.e., & , cT , and DT)
and the parameter $o . These coefficients are taken from Ref.
!21" and are reported in Table I. Thus, in the fitting routine,
we have five free parameters left: #i% an overall intensity
factor Io ; #ii% the background term B; #iii% the strength '2(q)
of the structural relaxation, or, alternatively, the limiting
speed c((q); #iv% the compliance relaxation time )C(q); and,
finally, #v% the instantaneous memory coefficient &o(q). For
the actual fitting routine, we have performed a *2 minimiza-
tion using the standard nonlinear least squares Levenberg-
Marquardt algorithm !31", with a mixed quadratic and cubic
line search procedure. In all cases, the final *2 values have
been found to be consistent with their expected values. This
result can be readily appreciated looking at Fig. 3, where we
report two typical examples of the measured spectra #open
circles% compared to the best fitting Eq. #21% #full line%.

These examples are reported on a log-linear scale in order to
better appreciate the goodness of the fits. Moreover, in the
two insets of Fig. 3 we report the deviation of the fitted
function from the experimental data in standard deviation
units, in order to show the statistical consistency of Eq. #21%
to the experimental data in the whole spanned frequency
range. Further examples of Eq. #21% #full lines% best fitted to
experimental data #open circles% in a large range of tempera-
tures and wave numbers are reported in Figs. 1 and 2.
In order to assess the reliability of our rough data, and

referring to Fig. 4, we discuss the results obtained for the
three relevant fitting parameters &o(q), c((q), and )C(q)
corresponding to the measurements performed at T!277 K
and P!1 bar as a function of q. At this temperature, we
have performed two different runs of measurements with
slightly different sample environments. The results corre-
sponding to a single run #open triangles% and the average
results of both runs #open circles% are seen to compare rea-
sonably well, within the estimated error bars. As a result,
experimental reproducibility is guaranteed. Moreover, in or-

FIG. 3. Two typical examples of the measured spectra #open
circles% compared to the best fits of Eq. #21% #full line%. The spectra
refer to the q, T, and P values indicated in the figure. A log-linear
scale is used in order to emphasize the goodness of the fits. In the
insets, the deviations of the fitted functions from the experimental
data are reported in standard deviation units.

FIG. 4. The three relevant fitting parameters &o(q), c((q), and
)C(q) of Eq. #21% to the set of spectra measured at T!277 K and
P!1 bar as a function of q. The results corresponding to a single
run of measurements #open triangles% are compared to the average
results over the two runs that we have performed #open circles% and
to the results obtained after having subtracted the empty cell con-
tribution #crossed squares% from the original spectra. Moreover, the
results obtained with a global fitting routine which constraints
&o(q) to have a q2 dependence are reported #crossed diamonds%.
These parameters are all statistically consistent. The functions Eqs.
#22%–#24% used to represent the q dependence of the fit parameters
are also reported #dotted lines%.
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Change the analysis to a memory function
(time domain) approach

No direct sound speed in the theory

But also no additional mode:
Just one relaxation & acoustic mode
is enough
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and fairly small, genuine inelastic processes mainly contrib-
ute to the MS intensity which was then expected to be
weakly dependent on energy. Moreover, no Q dependence of
the MS contribution was expected considering that the
present measurements were confined to the small Q region
!15". The MS simulation was carried out using a properly
modified version of the simulation code which was success-
fully applied to the analysis of diffraction data !16". Com-
paring the experimental data with the simulation results for
the two cases with and without the Cd grid, we were able to
fix the free parameters appearing in the scattering function.
Quite generally, the simulation results confirmed the antici-
pations about the energy and wave-vector dependences of
the MS contribution. It is worth noting that the results of the
MS simulation were quite insensitive to the details of the
scattering function, the most important parameter being the
Debye–Waller factor which was fixed in agreement with the
experimental data reported in Ref. !13". The results of the
MS simulation are shown in comparison with the experimen-
tal test data in Fig. 4, where it is observed that the simulation
reproduces the experimental results rather well.
The calculated multiple scattering contribution was con-

voluted with the instrument resolution function, calculated
according to the standard Cooper and Nathans !17" proce-
dure using the known parameters of the instrument. The re-
sulting intensity was then subtracted from the measured data.
Using the measured vanadium data for normalization, the
dynamic structure factor of the D2O sample was obtained on
an absolute scale. Finally, the incoherent contribution to the
dynamic structure factor was subtracted by assuming it to be
described by a very narrow Lorentzian function, as already
introduced in Eq. #2$. Since the width of this Lorentzian
function was always smaller than %0.1 meV in the present Q
range, the correction for the incoherent contribution
amounted to the subtraction of a Gaussian function having
the same width as the elastic resolution function. The result-
ing coherent dynamic structure factors are shown in Fig. 5
versus the energy transfer and at the different wave-vector
transfer values.
The quality of the present data must be discussed in con-

junction with the instrument resolution function. For this

purpose, the results obtained from the vanadium run, which
is an experimental determination of the resolution, are shown
in Fig. 6. The vanadium data were analyzed according to the
same procedure as the water data. In Fig. 6 the energy reso-
lution curve, expected with the present instrument configu-
ration and calculated according to Ref. !17", is also shown.
First of all, it is important to observe that the resolution is
%2.6 meV FWHM, a value which is the top performance
presently achievable on a three-axis at such a high incoming
neutron energy. Moreover, such a resolution is comparable
with the best ultrahigh resolution x-ray measurements which

FIG. 4. Calculated multiple scattering contribution #solid line$ in
comparison with the experimental test data #dots$ at Q!0.3 Å"1

and versus energy transfer. Both the experimental and the calcu-
lated data shown in the figure are obtained by taking the difference
between the intensity scattered from the water sample without and
with the Cd grid. The experimental data are binned to reduce the
error.

FIG. 5. Experimental dynamic structure factor of heavy water
versus energy transfer and at the wave-vector transfer values of the
measurements. The experimental data #circles$ are also shown on a
scale expanded by a factor of 5 #dots$ to emphasize the inelastic
structures. The solid lines are the curves calculated according to the
fitted model described in the text.

FIG. 6. Intensity versus energy transfer measured on the vana-
dium standard at Q!0.5 Å"1 #dots$. The solid line is the calculated
instrument resolution function. The inset shows the wings of the
neutron and x-ray resolution functions on an expanded vertical
scale. The solid line is the present resolution function and the
dashed line is the resolution function of Ref. !3".
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High-resolution neutron scattering measurement of the dynamic structure factor of heavy water
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The low momentum collective dynamics of heavy water has been investigated by means of neutron three-
axis spectroscopy. Working at the resolution limit of this instrument, an energy resolution of 2.6 meV was
achieved for a constant analyzer energy of 120 meV. This good resolution allowed us to establish definitely
that the collective dynamics of water is dominated by the presence and interaction of opticlike and acousticlike
branches, coupling at wave-vector transfers of 0.3 to 0.35 Å!1. The transition from slow to fast sound has been
attributed to the interaction between opticlike modes and a solidlike fast acoustic mode.

PACS number!s": 61.12.Ex, 67.80.Cx, 62.60."v

I. INTRODUCTION

Besides the special properties of water, which lead to an
interest in its own, investigation of the dynamics of water has
a general value because of the basic role which water plays
in the existence and behavior of living systems. The dynam-
ics of water has also attracted much attention because it is
the prototype of a hydrogen-bonded network, where many of
the complex features shown are connected to the presence of
the medium strength hydrogen bonds. As the local structure
of water is very close to that of its solid phase under normal
conditions, i.e., hexagonal ice, it is quite reasonable to expect
the dynamics of the liquid to be similar to that of the solid. In
contrast to this anticipation, the sound velocity is in liquid
water a factor of 2 smaller than in ice.
Recently, the dynamic structure factor of light water has

been measured by ultrahigh resolution x-ray scattering #1–3$
at low wave-vector transfer !from 0.2 to 1 Å!1", in the meV
energy range with a resolution of 1.5 meV. The results of
this investigation add an important piece of information on
the low momentum dynamics of water which was found to
be more complex than expected from a previous neutron
scattering study #4$. In particular, the fast sound, first ob-
served by neutron scattering #4$, was measured in more de-
tail and the transition from the fast to the normal sound was
investigated #2$. Moreover, the presence of an almost disper-
sionless mode was observed #3$, thus introducing a further
variable to the complex water dynamics. In Ref. #3$ it was
speculated that the dispersionless mode could have a connec-
tion with the low-lying optic mode of ice Ih #5$, based on a
comparison of the water spectra with those of ice measured
under similar conditions, while the fast sound was related to
a sort of solidlike behavior of the liquid at high frequency.

The complexity of these features was taken as a possible
explanation of the discrepancies existing between the results
of the neutron scattering investigations reported in Refs. #4$
and #6$. Indeed, no fast sound was reported in Ref. #6$ al-
though the absence of such a mode, which has a velocity of
the order of 3000 m/s, could be due to the rather restricted
dynamic range of this investigation. On the other hand, the
almost dispersionless mode was observed in Ref. #6$. Fi-
nally, it must be mentioned that none of the available com-
puter simulations give a full account of the experimental
results, although some of the measured features are repro-
duced in old #7,8$ and more recent computer simulations
#9–11$.
Considering that x-ray scattering experiments measure a

dynamic structure factor which is related to the fluctuations
of the electron density induced by the atomic motion and that
the largest part of the electron density in water is concen-
trated on the oxygen site, it is evident that a neutron scatter-
ing investigation with adequate energy resolution and energy
transfer range would be extremely desirable to obtain infor-
mation also on the hydrogen dynamics. Of course, a neutron
scattering measurement of the dynamic structure factor
should be carried out on heavy water because of the huge
incoherent cross section of hydrogen in light water. The fa-
vorable coupling of the neutron to the deuterium nucleus
!coherent scattering" can be exploited to investigate the dy-
namics of deuterium, so that the comparison with the x-ray
data, which mainly outline the oxygen motion, would enable
a more detailed description of the collective dynamics of
water. Moreover, a properly designed neutron scattering ex-
periment, with a dynamic range wider than that achieved in
the previous measurements #4,6$, could help to solve the
disagreements between the neutron results #4,6$. We there-
fore investigated the dynamic structure factor of heavy water
by neutron inelastic scattering !NIS" in a wider energy range
and with considerably improved resolution with respect to
previous neutron scattering studies #4,6$, using a configura-

*Present address: Dipartimento di Fisica, Politecnico di Milano,
Piazza Leonardo da Vinci 32, 120133Milano, Italy.
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that is the quasielastic peak was approximated by a & func-
tion since, as also discussed previously, it is very narrow in
the present experimental conditions. Moreover, each inelas-
tic mode was assumed to be described by a damped har-
monic oscillator with the same broadening function
%(Q ,")"'Q" (15,20). Equation !7# was fitted to the whole
experimental data set leaving the coefficients a0(Q),
a!(Q), ', c* , "0 and + as free parameters. In this way the
number of free parameters of the fit was reduced with respect
to the procedure of Refs. (1–4) and the determination of the
physically important parameters c* and "0 was more accu-
rate. The fit was carried out by varying the four parameters
', c* , "0 , and +, which appear in the various equations in
an entangled nonlinear form. The coefficients a0(Q) and
a!(Q) were obtained for each choice of the four nonlinear
parameters by a linear fitting to the data at each wave-vector
transfer Q. The values of a!(Q) were finally used to derive
integrated intensities Z!(Q), as we will discuss in the fol-
lowing. As our model depends explicitly on the wave-vector
transfer Q, the model scattering function of Eq. !7# was con-
voluted with the four-dimensional (Q,")-dependent resolu-
tion function.
The results of the fitting procedure are shown in Fig. 5 in

comparison with the experimental data. Quite generally the
quality of the fit is fairly good, as the model function repro-
duces the important features of the experimental scattering
function. Therefore, we can consider the fitting parameters as
meaningful within the present empirical model, especially
the two parameters which define the dispersion relation, i.e.,
c* and "0 . The best values obtained for c* and "0 were
c*"21!2 meV/Å#1, that is 3200!320m/s, and $"0
"5.5!0.3meV. ,0 , +, and ' turned out to be 105
!14meV2 Å, 3!1 Å, and 10!3 meVÅ, respectively. The
present value of $"0 is in very good agreement with the
position of a clear peak in the density of states as measured
in Ref. (18). The value of c* is coincident with that deduced
from the x-ray scattering data in light water (1–3) and very
close to that obtained in a previous neutron experiment (4)
carried out with a smaller incoming neutron energy and a
broader resolution. The present results suggest that a con-
fined dynamic range can cause a lack of observation of the
fast sound, as it occurred in Ref. (6). Indeed, the main dif-
ference between the present experiment and that of Ref. (6)
is the minimum scattering angle achieved. A rather low scat-
tering angle was instead obtained in the experiment reported
in Ref. (4) and carried out on the IN8 spectrometer at the
ILL. In that case, the dynamic range was wide enough to
detect the fast sound. On the other hand, the experiment of
Ref. (6) was carried out on the time-of-flight spectrometer
MARI at the neutron spallation source ISIS and the mini-
mum scattering angle was slightly larger. In fact, the experi-
ment on MARI stimulated a more detailed search for signals
from the "0 mode. Finally, the present data on the sound
propagation in water show that the isotopic effect on the
propagation of the fast sound is negligible, as it is the case

for the normal sound velocity. This result, which was already
suggested in Ref. (1), is apparent from the comparison be-
tween the present data in D2O and the data of Refs. (1–3) in
H2O.
A more quantitative comparison with the x-ray experi-

ment is obtained by superimposing the x-ray data to the dis-
persion relation produced by using the best-fit parameters of
the present experiment. The plot is shown in Fig. 8 where,
for clarity, we indicate by open circles the frequencies as
obtained from the neutron experiment. This presentation is
redundant because the circles lie necessarily on the disper-
sion curves as obtained by the fits. Nevertheless, the circles
indicate from which data the dispersion curves were derived.
The agreement observed in Fig. 8 shows that the interpreta-
tion of the data by the described model is meaningful as
different approaches were followed to reduce the x-ray data.
It is very interesting to observe that the lower branch of the
present model fits extremely well the data obtained by x-ray
scattering, and this is a region where both experiments are at
their technical limits. The present model was also applied to
fit the x-ray data by holding fixed the parameters ', c* , "0 ,
and + and leaving the coefficients a0(Q) and a!(Q) as free
parameters. The fit performed at Q"0.4 Å#1 is shown in
Fig. 9 where, again, a very good agreement between the
model and the experimental results was found.
Finally the mode strengths as measured by the integrals

Z!!Q #"
1
2 !#*

%*

d" S!!Q ,"#

of the two modes comprised in the present model were cal-
culated. In the classical limit (20), under the assumption of a
solidlike behavior of the system, the integral is given by

Z!!Q #"
!$Q #2

2M
kBT

!$"!#2
F!
2 !Q #, !8#

where F!(Q) are the structure factors of the modes and M is
the mass of the molecule. Note that Z!(Q) does not depend
on the damping %. The experimental values of Z!(Q) are
given in Table I. In Fig. 10 we plot the structure factors

FIG. 8. Dispersion relation as deduced from the present experi-
ment !solid line# in comparison with the results of the x-ray scat-
tering experiments reported in Refs. (1–3) !dots#. The open sym-
bols indicate the results from neutron scattering. They lie
necessarily on the calculated curves !see text#. The dashed lines are
reference linear dispersion curves corresponding to the velocities c*

and c0 !see text#.
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L+DHO model
See “extra” mode
Suggest anticrossing.
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Multiple Pictures

Extra mode due to appearance of transverse dyanmics  (IXS)

Extra mode & anticrossing (INS)

No extra mode in viscoelastic (memory function) approach.

Continues: publications in 2008, 2012, & more recent 
suggesting one or another or mutliple models

Note: important for some theoretical approaches
Onset of transverse dynamics taken as indication 

of onset of critical change dynamical response 
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10m Two-Theta Arm on Airpads

0-56 Degrees, ~1-100 nm -1

Polished
Granite Base

Analyzer Array
28+ Channels

High (meV) Resolution Spectrometer
at RIKEN BL43LXU

Baron, SPring-8 Information 15 (2010) 14
http://user.spring8.or.jp/sp8info/?p=3138

& Ishikawa et al, JSR  22 (2015)

CZT Detector
42 Channels

Sample

Beam In
𝞍50 𝝻m
𝞍5 𝝻m KB

Always being improved…
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General Push to Low Q & High Resolution

Ishikawa & Baron, JSR 2010
Ishikawa, Ellis, Uchiyama & Baron, JSR 2015 

Si (13 13 13):   
~0.95 -> 0.75 meV  at 25.7 keV

Control to ~0.0003 K

BL43 Analyzers: 9.8 m Radius, 
90x94 mm2 on a Rectangular Substrate

Make the analyzer substrate 
part of a thermal circuit

Temperature Gradient Analyzers to Improve Resolution
Grdient compensates for changing Bragg angle
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Analyzer Masks & Soller Slit

Analyzer Masks
(pinned)
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Slits at fixed |Q|
Improves Rates for fixed

Q Resolution: dQ/Q~ 8-15%

Soller Slit
X,Z,θ

Limits acceptance to near the sample
Reduces background from 

Windows & Sample Environment
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Ambient Water, IXS Data
𝛥E=0.8-1.3 meV,  𝛥Q/Q~10%

π
S Q,ω( )
S Q( ) = I0

z0
ω 2 + z0

2 + I1
2z1Ω

2

ω 2 −Ω2( )2 + 4z12ω 2
L+DHO Model

-> clearly something is missing
P(𝜒2)  ~ 10-2 to 10-7Ishikawa & Baron, JPSJ 2021
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What is the correct lineshape?

1976

1980

Solve the Navier Stokes Equation for Small Dispalcements….
Different forms but can be reduced to same equation

S Q,ω( ) = S Q( )
π

I0
z0

ω 2 + z0
2 + I1

2z1Ω
2

ω 2 −Ω2( )2 + 4z12ω 2
+ I0z0

Ω2 −ω 2

ω 2 −Ω2( )2 + 4z12ω 2
⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

Ω = Sound Mode Energy𝑧! = Quasielastic Width
𝑧" = Acoustic Mode Width
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What is the extra term?
Texts & previous work: “asymmetry parameter” “b” but no explanation. 

Same form as used for rotation-
translational coupling (Michel & 
Naudts, JCP 1978)  

Similar (in shape) to a Fano profile
(resonance on a continuum)

Fano
1961

In this case the continuum is the tail of the quasi-
elastic intensity

AB&DI: Interaction from overlap of acoustic mode and tail of the quasielastic 

S Q,ω( ) = S Q( )
π

I0
z0

ω 2 + z0
2 + I1

2z1Ω
2

ω 2 −Ω2( )2 + 4z12ω 2
+ I0z0

Ω2 −ω 2

ω 2 −Ω2( )2 + 4z12ω 2
⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

Parameters from both 
acoustic and quasielastic mode

Note: Impact on spectra is  
reduced by Q integration!
(bipolar, crossing point disperses)

Interaction Contribution
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High Resolution IXS Data
𝛥E=0.8-1.3 meV,  𝛥Q/Q~10%

π
S Q,ω( )
S Q( ) = I0

z0
ω 2 + z0

2 + I1
2z1Ω

2

ω 2 −Ω2( )2 + 4z12ω 2

L+DHO Model

S Q,ω( ) = S Q( )
π

I0
z0

ω 2 + z0
2 + I1

2z1Ω
2

ω 2 −Ω2( )2 + 4z12ω 2
+ I0z0

Ω2 −ω 2

ω 2 −Ω2( )2 + 4z12ω 2
⎡

⎣

⎢
⎢
⎢

⎤

⎦

⎥
⎥
⎥

Hydrodynamic Theory

Ishikawa & Baron, JPSJ 2021
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Goodness of Fit
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Other Parameters

Fitting Results
Ishikawa & Baron, JPSJ 2021

Fast sound clearly observed 
Saturated by 2 nm-1

Intensity of the viscous relaxation 
(quasi-elastic peak)

increases at higher Q

I0
I1

= γ −1→
I0
I1

= γ
c∞
c0

⎛

⎝⎜
⎞

⎠⎟

2

−1At high Q:

-> Modified Landau Placzek relation

Estimate: 2.9   Measure 2.7 (not bad)

Q
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Concluding Comments

Interaction of Acoustic and Quasi-Elastic Modes in Liquid Water
on Nanometer Length Scales

Daisuke Ishikawa1,2 and Alfred Q.R. Baron1,2+

1Materials Dynamics Laboratory, RIKEN SPring-8 Center, Sayo, Hyogo 679-5148, Japan
2Precision Spectroscopy Division, CSRR, SPring-8=JASRI, Sayo, Hyogo 679-5198, Japan

(Received May 31, 2021; accepted June 21, 2021; published online July 21, 2021)

We investigate the presence of an acoustic-quasi-elastic interaction contribution in the IXS spectra of liquid water at
301K using inelastic x-ray scattering with sub-meV energy resolution at momentum transfers 0.77 ! Q ! 4.20 nm"1.
The contribution appears due to the overlap the acoustic mode with the tail the quasi-elastic mode and is fully consistent
with hydrodynamic theory. Incorporating this interaction allows us to describe the dynamic structure factor, S!Q;!",
without introducing an extra mode, and may help explain earlier contradictory interpretations. The sound velocity, and
relative intensity of the quasi-elastic and acoustic mode, plateau for Q > 2nm"1 at values consistent with a viscoelastic
generalization of the Landau–Placzek relation.

The dynamics of liquids on nm length scales is a
fascinating subject for which consensus is still evolving. At
long wavelengths, equilibrium liquids are often described by
a linearized Navier–Stokes equation (see, e.g., Ref. 1) giving
a Rayleigh–Brillouin triplet for the dynamic structure factor,
S!Q;!", with a quasi-elastic (Rayleigh) mode at zero energy
transfer bracketed between the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks
of the acoustic (Brillouin) mode. As the probed length scale
shortens into the regime accessible by inelastic neutron or
x-ray scattering (INS or IXS), approximately Q > 0:5 nm"1,
one often still observes three peaks in S!Q;!", but liquid
spectra can blur out, with the acoustic mode width increasing
so it sometimes appears as a rather broad feature on the tail of
a quasi-elastic peak (Refs. 1–3 and references therein).
Further, there is a rich panoply of e!ects (di!erent types of
relaxation, fast sound=positive dispersion, onset of observ-
able transverse dynamics) that potentially impact the behav-
ior at #nm length scales. Thus, the meso-scale region of
momentum space, where the crossover from continuum to
atomistic dynamics occurs in liquids, is both interesting, and
challenging.

Interpretations of experimental work on liquid water
demonstrate some of these complexities. In particular,
measurements of S!Q;!" at #nm"1 momentum transfers
have been carried out by INS and IXS (including4–14)). All
the measurements show a large quasi-elastic central peak
bracketed by the Stokes and anti-Stokes peaks of a dispersing
acoustic mode— a triplet as described above— and the data
appears broadly similar across di!erent work. Common
features of that work include (1) a quasi-elastic peak that
is much bigger than the acoustic mode peaks and (2) the
presence of what has been called “fast sound”, or “positive
dispersion”, or “high-frequency sound”, as the acoustic mode
disperses with a velocity higher than the hydrodynamic (long
wavelength) sound velocity. The presence of fast sound is
expected from work on other materials (e.g., Ref. 15 is an
early example) and also viscoelastic theory or generalized
hydrodynamics (e.g., Refs. 1–3, and 16) but the magnitude in
water is notably large, with the fast sound velocity roughly
double the hydrodynamic value. However, beyond these
common features, interpretation of the spectra of water is
far from consistent. In particular, as data quality improved,
analysis of the data using a simple model (the sum of a

Lorentzian and a damped harmonic oscillator, the “L+DHO”
model) was augmented by a second DHO mode (an
“L+2DHO” model) for S!Q;!" for Q # 2{3 nm"1. This
extra mode has been suggested to be related to transverse
dynamics,7) or to an anti-crossing behavior10,12)—while both
pictures are discussed in Ref. 17. Meanwhile, analysis of
spectra using a memory function approach,9,13) found no
evidence of an additional mode for 2 $ Q $ 7 nm"1. Thus,
interpretations of the work on liquid water have incon-
sistencies that have not been reconciled, even over the limited
range of momentum transfers (0:77 $ Q $ 4:20 nm"1) that
we focus on in the present work.

In fact, the choice of the model used to "t measurements of
S!Q;!" is important for interpreting most liquid spectra, not
only water: acoustic lines for liquids are usually intrinsically
broad, and often overlap the quasi-elastic contribution, so that
the model choice in#uences the values determined for
parameters, and thus the interpretation of the spectra. While
the case of water mentioned above (with at least 3 di!erent
interpretations, two with extra modes, 1 without) is extreme,
more generally models are used to get information from
spectra, to determine mode dispersion, and to suggest the
presence, or not, of additional modes (e.g., Refs. 18–20).

Here we demonstrate that interaction between the quasi-
elastic mode and the acoustic mode is an important
component of the IXS spectra of liquid water for 0:77 $
Q $ 4:20 nm"1, and, we suggest, provides a good basis for a
common interpretation of the data in this region momentum
transfer. Taking this interaction (which appears similar to an
extra mode at an energy below the acoustic mode, but with an
intensity and position determined by the quasi-elastic and
acoustic components) into account, we "nd the behavior of
water at 301K in this range of momentum transfer can be
well described without introducing additional modes. We
"nd the cross-over from hydrodynamic to fast sound occurs
at Q < 2 nm"1 and that the ratio of the intensity of the
acoustic mode and the quasi-elastic relaxation is constant for
2 < Q $ 4:2 nm"1, and consistent with a viscoelastic mod-
i"cation to the Landau–Placzek relation.

The L+DHO or the L+2DHO models used previously may
be interpreted in terms of independent modes: the quasi-
elastic Lorentzian term is typical of relaxation while the DHO
contribution(s) describes lifetime broadened (decaying)
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Explanation of a long-standing controversy
No extra propagating mode below 4 nm-1 and probably not below 7 nm-1

Agrees with memory function analysis (Monaco, et al – see also Bafile et al PRE 2006)

A good basis from which to begin to explore deviations from simple theory.
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Sunset in Quetico Provincial Park (Canada)


